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Abstract 
Landau-type inequalities are investigated with general weight functions atisfying appropriate conditions. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Let f : [ 0, 1 ] ~ ]R be a twice continuously differentiable function. Defining the norm of f by 
Ilflloo :-- sup If(x)l, 
0~<x~<l 
Landau [ 11 ] proved that if 
Ilflloo = 1, IIf"llo~ = 4, 
then 
IIf'lloo ~< 4. 
A very general result in this direction is the following theorem of Kolmogorov. 
Theorem A. I f  n >>, 2 is an integer and f : [0, 1 ] ~ ]R is n times continuously differentiable, then 
/ "  II .~(n) llk/nl] .cll(n-k)/n II/<k>lloo ~<,~,kliJ llo~ iiJiio~ , k=0 . . . . .  n, 
1 where the constants Cn,k satisfy 1 < C.,k < 7~'. 
Many mathematicians have studied various analogues of this problem. Typically, one is interested in 
the best constants, or operators other than differentiation or more general domains etc. (cf. [ 1,3,4,8- 
11,14] ). The motivation for this paper is the following theorem due to Varma [ 14]. 
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Theorem B. I f  P is a polynomial of degree at most n and the norm II1" III on I~ is defined by 
IIIflll2 - [ If(x)12e dx, 
JR 
then 
1 12 2n 2 
IlIP'lll2 2(2n-  1) IllP'll + IllPlll2' 
where the inequality holds only if P = cH. and Hn is the Hermite polynomial of degree n, orthogonal 
to all polynomials of degree at most n - 1 with respect o the weight function exp( -x  2) on N. 
In this paper, we obtain Landau-type inequalities in a more general context han Theorem B. In 
particular, we consider general Freud-type weight functions, arbitrary rearrangement i variant spaces 
and functions which are not necessarily polynomials. Our inequalities are also applicable in comparing 
higher-order derivatives. We observe that the proof of Theorem B in [ 14] depends trongly on the 
differential equation for Hermite polynomials. While there is a differential equation satisfied by 
orthogonal polynomials with respect o fairly general Freud weights [12], we show that certain 
inequalities due to Freud and Mhaskar [ 7] lead to an analogue of Theorem A in a more general 
context. In the case of Hermite weight and the L2-norm considered by Varma, we observe that a 
simple characterization f Hermite polynomials can be obtained by considering functions orthogonal 
to the class H,-1 of polynomials of degree at most n - 1 rather than the polynomials in IIn as in 
Theorem B. In the case when both Varma's results and ours are applicable, our result is sharper 
except for a constant factor. 
2. Main result 
Consider an arbitrary rearrangement i variant (r.i.) Banach function space ?( on IR and denote by 
11" II the norm in this space. Consider the Freud-type weight functions of the form w (x) = exp ( - Q (x))  
where Q is an even, convex function in C2(0, oo) with the following properties: 
Q' ( x ) -~ oo, as x -~ cx~, l imsupsup Q' ( x + u ) Q" ( x ) 1 
x--,~ I,l~<l Q'(x) < e<~, limsup Q'(x)--------Sx--.oo < 2" 
The prototypical Freud weights which satisfy each of these conditions are 
( 1 + x2) t~/2 exp(- Ixl~),  
wherea> 1 andf lEN.  
In the sequel, c, cl, c2.. .  will denote positive constants depending only on P(, w and other explicitly 
indicated quantities, if any. Their values may be different at different occurrences, even within the 
same formula. Constants denoted by capital etters will retain their values. Our main theorem in this 
paper is the following. 
Theorem 1. Let 2(, w be as above, f : N -~ N be a twice iterated integral of  f "  such that w f "  E 2( 
and f (O)  = f ' (O)  = O. Then, 
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Ilwf'll <~ Z~/llwfll " Ilwf'll, (1) 
where L is a positive constant depending only on P( and w. 
An essential ingredient of the proof of this theorem is the following proposition due to Freud and 
Mhaskar [ 7]. 
Proposition 2. Let Q" be continuous at O. Let f be an integral of f '  such that w f '  E ,'Y, f ( O ) = O. 
Then, 
i1(1 + a,2)l/2wfl I << cllwf, ll. (2) 
In addition, if f t  ( O ) = 0 and f~ is an integral of f "  with w f "  E X, then 
II(a" + a'2)wfll <~ c~ll(1 + a'2)wfll ~ czllwf'll. (3) 
Proof of Theorem 1. First we prove the theorem in the case when Q" is continuous at 0. We may 
assume that f "  ~ O. Let 
/tiw it 
h := V . I~7] I .  
From the identity 
(wf ) ' ( t )  = (wf ) ( t+ h) - (wf ) ( t )  
h 
we conclude 
1 
,<w:>,, + 
Let A := {t E IR: Ia'(t)l/> h}. If t E A, then 
Ia ' ( t )w(t)  f ( t ) l  <~ hla'(t)2w(t) f ( t ) l .  
Defining 
1, if tEA ,  
/~A (t) := 0, otherwise, 
we get 
IQ ' ( t )w( t ) f ( t )Xa( t ) l  <<. hlQ'(t )2w(t) f ( t ) l ,  
for all t E ~, and hence, using (3), 
IIa'wfXall <<. hlla'2wfll <~ chllwf'll. 
If t ~ ~, then 
I a ' ( t )w( t ) f ( t ) l  <~ l lw( t ) f ( t ) l ,  
1 ft+h 
(t + h - u) (wf ) " (u)  du, 
h Jr 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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so that 
1 wf  IIa'wf(1--XA)II ~< ~11 I1" (7) 
Using Proposition 2 again, we see that 
II(wf)"ll -- I I(-a" + Q'2)wf - 2a 'wf  + wf"ll <~ cllwf"ll. (8) 
From (5), (7) and (8), we get 
f 1 wf  Ilwf'll ~< II(wf)'ll + IIa'wfll <. c~hllwf"ll + ~11 ill. (9) 
Substituting (4) into (9), we get (1) in the case when Q" is continuous at 0. In the more general 
case, Freud and Mhaskar [7] have proved that there is a weight function ~(x)  = exp( -Q(x) )  such 
that in addition to the conditions on w, W has the property that Q is continuous at 0 and w- l~ is 
bounded from below and above on II~ by positive constants depending only on w. The estimate (1), 
valid for ~, then holds also for w with a possibly different constant depending on A' and w alone. [] 
Corollary 3. Let w and 2( be as in Theorem 1, r ~ 2 be an integer, f be an r times iterated 
integral of  a function f(r) with wf  (r) E X and f(O) . . . . .  f ( r - l ) (0)  = 0. Then for any integer m, 
0 <~ m <. r, we have 
II wf  (m) II ~ c(m, r){llwfll (r-')/rllwf(~)lira~r}. (10) 
Proof. We may assume that f(k) 7~ 0 for k = 0 . . . . .  r. Let 
ak :--logllw/(k)ll +k21ogL, k=O . . . . .  r, 
where L is the constant appearing in ( 1 ). The inequality ( 1 ) then implies that ak is a convex sequence 
so that (10) holds. [] 
3. Conc lus ion  
In the case when w is the Hermite weight and the norm is the L2-norm, we may calculate the 
precise constants appearing in the Landau-type inequalities. In this section, we assume that w(x) = 
exp(-½x 2) and use the notation 
,llgl[[ ( fR lw(x)g(x )12dx} 1/2 = (11)  
for all Lebesgue measurable functions g. The symbol //n denotes the class of all polynomials of 
degree at most n. 
Theorem 4. Let f be a two times iterated integral of a function f "  such that lilY"Ill < ~.  Let m be 
a positive integer and f be orthogonal to IIm-l, i.e., 
f f ( t )P ( t )w2( t )d t=O,  PE I lm- I .  (12) 
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Then, 
( m ),,4 
x/lllflll. Illf"lll, (13) IIIf'lll ~ 
Moreover, equality holds in (13) if and only if f - cHin, where c is any constant and Hm is the 
Hermite polynomial of degree m. 
Proof. We observe that Proposition 2 implies that IIIflll, Illf'lll < ~.  Let {hk} denote the system of 
orthonormalized Hermite polynomials [ 13 ] and 
ck=faf ( t )hk(t )w2(t )dt ,  k=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
Eq. (12) implies that Co . . . . .  Cm-l = 0. Using the fact that h i = v/~hk_l, Parseval's identity and 
the Schwarz inequality, we get 
oo ( ~-m "~ l/2 t" °° k }1/2 m~-  1 Illfllll2-~ E(2k)C2k=m ~ _ 4k(k -  1)c~ ~-~m- ~- ic~ ~< [llf"ll l-I l lf[[I. (14) 
This proves (13). Equality holds in (14) if and only if there is a constant I such that 
4k(k - l l c~=Ak-~C2,  k=m,m+ l . . . . .  
Hence, exactly one of the Ck'S must be nonzero. To get the right constant factor in (13), this must 
be c,,. [] 
If f is orthogonal to / I i ,  then the inequality between arithmetic and geometric means yields 
2n 2 
• 
Except for the constant factor of x/2, this is Varrna's inequality in [ 14]. However, here f does not 
have to be a polynomial and n is rather a free parameter. 
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Appendix 
Let M be the class of Lebesgue measurable functions on ~ and p be a function norm on ~, i.e., 
p : M ~ [0, cx~] which satisfies each of the following properties. (Here, f, g E M and A, t E IR.) 
(i) p( f )  = 0 if and only if f = 0 almost everywhere (a.e.). 
(ii) p( t f )  = It lp(f). 
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(iii) p( f  + g) <. p ( f )  + p(g) .  
( iv) f ~< g a.e. implies p( f )  <. p(g).  
(v)  For each t >1 O, P(X,)  < c~ where 
1, i f0~x~< t, 
Xt(X) := 0, otherwise. 
(vi)  fo f (u )  du <. Atp( f )  where At is a constant. 
(vi i)  I f  f , ,  f E M and f ,  T f a.e., then p( f , )  T p ( f ) .  
In discussions of function spaces, it is customary to identify functions which are a.e. equal. 
For f E M and y >~ 0 we define A i (y )  to be the Lebesgue measure of the set {x E II~: If(x) l > y}. 
Two functions f ,  g E M are equimeasurable if '~I(Y) = Ig(Y) for all y E [0, oe).  A function norm 
p is called rearrangement invariant if p( f )  = p(g)  for all equimeasurable functions f ,  g E M. A 
function space 2( is rearrangement invariant if for any f E 2(, any function g E M such that f and g 
are equimeasurable is also in 2(. A rearrangement invariant Banach space can always be equivalently 
renormed with a rearrangement invariant norm. Among the important examples of rearrangement 
invariant spaces are the LP-spaces, the Lorentz spaces and the Orlicz spaces. Rearrangement invariant 
spaces are precisely the interpolation spaces between L 1 (II~) and L~(II~) in the sense of the following 
theorem (cf. [5]). 
Calderon's Theorem. Let p be an arbitrary r.i. norm and 2( be the class of all functions uch that 
p ( f )  < c~. I fT  is a linear operator bounded on LI(IR) and on L°~(IR), then T is bounded on 2(. 
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